Training
If you are a Therap user, whether a DSP or part of management, you can use various exciting tools we provide to learn or teach more about
Therap. Go through the Training Guidelines on the right to help you understand what you might need to go over for training yourself or
others about Therap.

Interactive Training
We have listed some new and innovative training content at this page. Feel free to try them out and send us your feedback on these. The
latest of them is a series of Automated Training Modules, that explain a Therap module with the help of multimedia.

Automated Training
Automated Training is an animated series of training videos, where Therap's own virtual trainer, takes you to Therap's virtual classroom to
learn about different Therap modules. She will jump from screen to screen showing you how to enter data into Therap, how to search for data
and also how to relate different scenarios at work to what you do in Therap. These training sessions use images and cartoons to make
learning more fun and feature small review quizzes at the end of some sections so you can test yourself. We hope they are as entertaining
as they are helpful! Enjoy.
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Therap to make your job easier.
Are you a DSP?
Are you a Provider Administrator?
Are you a Program Manager?
Are you a Executive Director?
Are you a Nurse?

On Site Training from Therap
Prepare for on-site training from the Therap trainers by following the
guidelines outlined in the document below:
Therap Training Guideline

Teaching/Supervising a class on Therap?
If you are leading a class, if you are a Training Adminstrator,
Supervisor or Instructor, we will outline here what to use to give your
staff a good start on Therap's online documentation system.
Continue

Training For Provider Administrators
The automated training for Provider Administrators of
agencies will introduce all the basic functionality that is
essential to start using Therap for their documentation.
It covers creating Programs and Sites and goes over
the procedure for setting up access control using
Caseloads and Super Roles.
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Running a SCORM compliant LMS?
We've recreated some of our Automated
Training for SCORM compliant LMS-es.
They're still in Beta, but we're encouraging
users to give it a try and give us your
feedback. So far we've run a trial with one
agency and gotten good feedback!
Downloads
What is SCORM?

Walkabouts
Walkabouts are an interactive way to learn
about a module or some of its special
function. Follow the instructions on the screen
to carry out tasks and get points, and you will
have learned something while having a lot of
fun!
Page: My Training Class Walkabout
Page: Creating an ISP Program Template
Walkabout
Page: Creating Training Instructors
Walkabout
Page: Training Supervisor-Training Sign up
Walkabout
Page: T-Notes Walkabout
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Training Games
Try out our Training Games which introduce a
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From the Therap's Certified Trainers' Blog
See what the Certified Trainers are saying about various topics:
Training
Improving Quality of Care
Savings
Visit the Blog

fun and interesting way for staff members to
learn about the Therap system.
Please login to the following DEMO account. Without access to
this account, some of the answers in the different game
sections below will not be possible to find. Login information is
as follows:
User Name: viewgame
Password: oktoshare
Provide Code: DEMO
Please feel free to share your ideas and suggestions in our
Forum. (If you do not have a login in Therap Forum, you will
need to register to leave your comments)

DSP on Planet Ehtpar - Full Game
(Version 0.2.0)
Updated: 06/05/2008
File Size: 15mb
DSP on Planet Ehtpar is an innovative and hip
3D game developed for training. The game’s
storyline has been developed with the concept of
training in mind, and uses a metaphorical way to
teach users about the various aspects of using
Therap. Attention to entertainment has not been
overlooked - this 3D game tries to integrate
training and fun in the same story. The gameplay
includes different missions, tasks, and bonus
stages.
We will be adding new missions to this game
from time to time.
Select Game Level
If you do not want to play all the levels of the
‘DSP on Planet Ehtpar’ game at this moment,
you can select any levels of the game from this
option.
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